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Nikolas Androutsos brews beer.
See page 14 for his story.
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Making my own masks
By Yvette Te Ariki

One of my best friends, who’s a friend of the family, started making
her own face masks. She gave me a pattern, but I couldn’t get it
right, so I went on YouTube and found one myself. I started to make
some for my kids, and brothers and sisters too. I’ve been watching
the COVID-19 news on TV and they were saying that the reusable
masks are better than the disposable ones. It’s been keeping me
busy.

Me and my masks
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A free haircut
By John Brewer

I went to a new salon to get my
hair cut for free. This was at the
Premier Hairdressing College where
they train people to be barbers and
hairdressers. My barber’s name was
Cullen and his boss was Greg, who
made sure Cullen did a good job,
which he did. So I will go back to
them as they are nice people.
Getting my hair cut

My sketch kit
By Jordan Wilson

I had a sketch kit given to me from a group
that I am part of. My support worker and
I did this picture over the last 2 months
together. I really enjoyed doing this and
look forward to doing other craft projects
with my support worker. We are painting
rocks next.

Me with my sketch
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– kekos at the lake
Pu
By Tanya O’Brien

This year as a goal I have entered the IHC Art Awards. I started at
the beginning of the year and drew a picture of Marmalade Bear. I
was going to enter in April, but lockdown happened, and I thought
it was over.
I stuck Marmalade Bear on the outside of my lounge window. It
rained and Marmalade Bear got wet. So I took him down off the
window and put him away safe and I can’t remember where he is.
Anyway, Maggie told me IHC awards entries were going to now
be in August. I had drawn another picture of pūkekos which I got
a frame for when out shopping with Fiona from the variety shop. I
entered it in the competition. It is called Pūkekos at the lake. I was
helped to fill in the entry form and it has gone in. I have not heard
anything back yet.
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Nik and Niko’s eco recipes
For the last few months Nik and Niko have been using these recipes
successfully in their home.

Laundry powder
You’ll need:
• 1 cup of borax
• 1 cup of soda crystals
• 1 bar of laundry soap
Finely grate the laundry soap and mix it with the borax and soda
crystals. Put all the ingredients in batches through a food processor,
pulsing until finely ground. Then your homemade laundry powder is
good to go! Use one tablespoon per load. It works really well!

Spray ‘n’ wipe
You’ll need:
• 1 cup white vinegar
• 1 cup water
• 12 drops of orange essential oil
Set aside any old plastic spray bottles
that you can use for this. Add water,
vinegar and orange essential oil into
a spray bottle and then shake well!
The orange oil masks the smell of
the vinegar and is good for removing
greasy stuff on surfaces. Feel free to
experiment with different essential oils!
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The big black spot
By David Coulson

A few months ago, I found out I had a new friend. His name was
Mel Melanoma. He was quite big, about the size of a 10 cent piece.
And he was pitch black.
I went to the doctor to introduce him. I was told he wasn’t
dangerous, but he needed to go. He isolated with me over
lockdown, but once we moved to level 1 it was time for him to
move on. I went to the doctor to have Mel seen to. As I lay on my
stomach the doctor started cutting. He used a laser scalpel that
burnt Mel off. It only took 20 minutes and I didn’t feel a thing.
I never got to meet Mel as he lived on the back of my head and
he wasn’t very social. I’m glad he’s gone, and fingers crossed he
doesn’t try to move back!

My scar
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Our midwinter dinner
By Terrwynn Pryor

Everyone came to a midwinter dinner on Saturday night. It was at
my place. We made a plan for the dinner at our Network meetings.
We planned ahead for it. All Network members brought some
nibbles, drinks, dessert or veges. The meal was excellent and
my favourite part was the roast pork. Other people liked the Oreo
cheesecake that Louis made.

From front of table to back: Tim Rush, Samuel Carroll, Chris
Whitmore and Jack Senior on left. From back of table to front is
Louis Paulin, Nicola McKay, Terrwynn Pryor and Brendan Cresswell.
Brendan is closest to the camera
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We did Singstar and played a game. It was really nice to get
together with people. I served everyone with drinks and put a straw
in every drink. Next year, Chris wants to host the midwinter dinner
at his new house.

Left, Terrwynn, Chris
and Lulu the dog
Right Tim and Chris

Playing the game are Louis, Tim and Jack. In the background playing
Singstar are Terrwynn, Nicola, Karen McKay (Nicola’s mum) and Samuel
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Art and sport
By Graeme Harris

This is my first artwork for 2020. It’s a pencil
drawing of a dark hole with the Earth hiding
Dark hole solar eclipse
in the shadow of the sun. But it’s much
darker. The centre of the picture is the dark
hole in the middle of the solar system. I created this on Monday in
art class with my tutor, Olivia.
I love playing tenpin bowling. I’m in the Special Olympics tenpin
bowling group as well as a social group. I missed playing tenpin
during the Covid period and I was very happy when we were allowed
to return to having competitions.
A few of my team mates were given the opportunity to make a
league team of our own. We were lucky to find some sponsors
who provided us with team shirts. The shirts are black and red and
the team is called the DRC DEVILS. We join in with others once a
fortnight for competition games.
During my social game I managed 5 strikes – this helped me with
reaching my best score of 217. I am now aiming for 300. LOOK OUT
for Graeme Harris the champion!

From left: Daniel, Graeme and Scott with Deena in front
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Knitting for children
By Lynne Utting

I’m 76 years old and I’ve been knitting for
many years for different outlets (SPCA dog
jackets, Knitworld baby blankets and baby
clothes) and I really enjoy it.
At the moment I’m knitting hats and mittens
for the children of Upper Hutt School, which
is just around the corner from me, especially
for the kids who are working on the
pedestrian crossings early in the morning.
Me with some of the things
I’ve knitted

I really enjoy taking them to the school
because I watch the children try on the knitted hats and mittens and
see the smiles on their faces.

A visit to the recording
studio
By Nicholas Kananghinis

I like music and I love coffee! I recently
visited a recording studio with Bjørn and
Harry where we recorded a song all about
coffee! I really enjoyed singing my song and
hanging out in the studio. I found it hard to
hit the cymbal at exactly the right time, but
after a few tries, I did it! My song is almost
finished and I am looking forward to listening
to it! I would love to do it again sometime.
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My contribution to an art market
By Clayton Guthrie

With the help of my support person I’ve contributed to and
displayed art and various art products at an art market at the local
Creative Arts Napier gallery. I am hoping to sell as much art as
possible. The process involves creating and selecting art to exhibit,
framing it, and having products made from the artwork. Gallery
staff helped me set up a display of it. I then attended an opening
function at the gallery the night before the opening. These opening
functions are great social events!

With my art works
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Cooking evening meals
By Scott Wilson

As my key worker was on leave, I was supported by Miss Janet (this
is my new name for her), the support worker, and it was my turn to
cook the evening meals. My flatmate and I were having chicken stir
fry with vegetables. Miss Janet supported me to prepare and cook
the meals.
We didn’t have all the ingredients, so we decided to add 4 different
sauces and garlic to the dish. While it was cooking it smelt very nice
and tasted really nice too.
Sometimes meals made from
anything you can find in the
fridge or cupboard are very
delicious.

Here are pictures of what I’ve cooked
– yummy, yummy!
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Go-karts and beer brewing
By Nikolas Androutsos

I really like adrenaline activities and cars. One of
my favourite things to do is go cruising with my
dad in his car.
My team and I organised for me to try go-karting,
but this was cancelled because of the lockdown. Once lockdown
was lifted, we rebooked and I got to finally ride in a tandem go-kart!
I loved it and, when it was time to finish, I did not want to leave.
I talked Bjørn and Harry into letting me go around the track for
another ten minutes. I spent 30 minutes on the track all together
and it was so much fun.
Afterwards I went home to enjoy a beer. I will do this again! Maybe
some of you might like to come with me next time? Shane at Indoor
Raceway was very friendly and me and my team felt incredibly
welcome.

Nik and Bjørn karting
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Beer is one of my favourite things! Last month I went to the
Occasional Brewer with my Dad, Bjørn and Nick. We got to work
brewing my very own beer! It was really interesting brewing the
beer, and I enjoyed a couple drinks while I worked hard.
A couple of weeks later we went back to bottle the beer I made.
I poured my beer into lots of bottles and packed them into boxes
that I got to take home with me. We named the beer ‘Nik’s Naked
Pilsner’, and on the label is a picture of me and my Dad! My beer is
almost ready to drink, and I can’t wait to have one, or two!

Brewing and bottling the beer

The finished
product looks
great!
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Walking to the wind turbine
By Aiden

For the past two years I had a goal of completing the Brooklyn wind
turbine walk. During that time I made it half way which was good
practice. On the morning of the big day I met my support workers
at the Aro Street Bakery beforehand. We didn’t let the showers or
hailstones to rain on our parade!
The views from the wind turbine were amazing – I’d never seen
Wellington like that before. I was surprised at the size of the turbine.
The blades reminded me of aeroplane wings and it sounded like a
plane too.
I felt pleased to have achieved
this goal. If anyone has got any
suggestions of beautiful walks in
the Wellington area, please let me
know. I’d also be happy for other
walking enthusiasts to join me. If I
can do it, you can too!
You can read the full version of
this story on the Community
Connections website www.ccslt.
org.nz

Reaching my goal!
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Working at Mainfert
By Shaun Crabtree

Last month my family and I caught a flight from Napier to
Christchurch. We then drove 3 hours south to Timaru, to visit my
uncle Martin. Martin owns a fertiliser company called Mainfert. He
sells fertiliser to farms around the country.
While there, I worked in the stores department for Martin. It was
great to work outside, and I don’t mind the cold, so I really enjoyed
it. My workmate Darryn was a great guy, he took me out on the
lunch run for smoko.
We also had great dinners and a couple of beersies.

Darryn and me outside the factory
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Kapiti Kiwis develop a logo
By the Kapiti Kiwis Network Group

The Networks’ latest group have finished developing the look
and feel of their logo. It began from the suggestion from member
Cayden who asked if they could have teeshirts with their own logo
on it.
Facilitator Brian asked his Australian granddaughter to draw one
but, although it was very accurate and showing the island, the kiwi
was shown in daylight. Paul noted that kiwis usually come out at
night. So Helen took up the challenge of converting the picture to a
moonlit version complete with a Southern Cross.

Helen the
artist works on
the logo

The daylight
version
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The
second
prototype
The logo
takes
shape

Over the last 3 months
she has drawn her own
night-time versions which
went from very wide to fit
on a banner to a square
one to fit on a teeshirt.
Trish had the idea of
recording all the steps
Trish with James the printer
in our logo journey so
was pleased to see the teeshirts being printed. Now the network
members are all set for their first catering job with everyone wearing
their own teeshirt!

The Kapiti Kiwis are smiling kiwis!
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Our wedding
By Mr Paul and Mrs Pip Benson

Paul and Philippa (Pip), got married on 7 December
last year. It was a special day. The groom looked
very handsome, waiting for Pip to make her
entrance, but was really emotional when Pip walked
down the aisle to him.
Pip walked to ‘A Thousand Years’ by Christina Perri. It was really
special – that song was so beautiful. All the guests were waiting
really patiently for her.
The reception was held at the Community Connections office.
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